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The disposal of high level nuclear waste

poses a challenge to the Canadian

technical and scientific communities but

a much greater challenge to government

and industry leaders who must convince

the public that the so-called "problem"

can be resolved by a pragmatic approach

utilizing existing skills and knowledge.

This paper will outline the objectives

of radioactive waste management, the

quantities of high level waste expected

to be produced by the Canadian nuclear

power program, the regulatory process

which will apply and the government

initiatives which have and will be taken

to ensure that the health, safety,

security and environmental interests of

the public will be protected.

L1evacuation des dechets de haute

radioactivite pose un defit aux

organisations scientifiques et

techniques canadiennes, mais un

defit encore plus grand au gouver-

nement et aux chefs d'industries

qui doivent convaincre le public

que ce soit disant "probleme" peut

etre resolu par ime approche

pragmatique en utilisant les

connaissances et les competences

qui existent deja» Le present

document esquisse les buts de la

gestion des dechetti radioactifs,

les quantites de dechets a haute

radioactivite que l'on s'attend a

Stre produits par le programme

nucleaire canadien, les procedures

de reglementation qui seront

appliquees et les initiatives du

gouvernement qui oat ete prises et

qui le seront pour s'assurer que

l ' interet du public pour la sacte,

la surete, la securite et

l'environnement sera protege.



1. Introduction

History has shown that one of the greatest difficulties faced by mankind

is the lcck of confidence in the innate ability of the few to overcome the

doubts of the many. To the thousands of Canadians who have been involved

in the development, design, construction and operation of nuclear research

and power reactors the so-called "problem" of high level nuclear waste is

not a technical problem but a problem of human conduct and attitude. Faced

with the glaring reality of more than 1500 different types of toxic

materials resulting from Industrial developments which followed the 18th

century beginnings of the Industrial Revolution, some sectors of the public

have reached the point of hypersensitivity about any and all materials

which pose a risk to their health, environment and peace of mind however

controllable. Two important contributors to this hypersensitivity were

the revelation that simple housekeeping measures had not been taken in many

industries to protect human health and the environment and the realization

that industry and government shared the responsibility for this sorry state

of affairs. The electronic and printed media carried home the message that

all toxic materials and particularly radioactive materials posed a

pervasive and perhaps uncontrollable risk. Needless to say this message

was incorrect, and s t i l l i s , but nevertheless i t was carried to and

accepted by virtually everyone who did not possess the technical knowledge

and understanding of the few or much less the wisdom and determination to

prove the message to be wrong.

It has been said many times that more is known about the effects of

ionizing radiation and the measures to ensure i ts proper use and control

than any other public health or environmental hazard. The fact that atoms

with stable and unstable nuclei have existed since the beginning of time is

lost upon the vast majority of persons around the world. The lead

poisoning which contributed to a major degree in the downfall of the Greek

and Roman Empires is a fact remembered by only a small minority and yet the

modern day fears of radionudides which have very long half-lives is

considered by some to constitute sufficient reason for wishing that the

nuclear genie had never been allowed out of i t s bos. Such persons, of

course, refuse to accept the previously stated fact that radioactivity has

existed since the beginning of time.
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The scope of the so-called "problem" of high level nuclear waste Is

therefore very broad and i t s nature Is complex as is the case of each and

every problem of human conduct and attitude.

2. The Objectives of Radioactive Waste Management

In i ts September, 1977 report entitled "Objectives, Concepts and

Strategies for the Management of Radioactive Waste Arising from Nuclear

Power Programmes" a group of experts assembled by the Nuclear Energy Agency

of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development identified

the general objectives of radioactive waste management as:

"(a) to comply with radiological protection principles for present and

future generations;

(b) to preserve the quality of the natural environment;

(c) to avoid pre-empting present or future exploitation of natural

resources; and

(d) to minimize any impact on future generations to the extent

practicable."

It takes l i t t l e imagination to realize how simple a task i t is to turn

these objectives around in a completely negative fashion and to in s t i l l the

fear that technologists are incapable of achieving the level of assurance

required to ensure the safe, ultimate disposal of radioactive wastes.

Fortunately, the Canadian scientific community, and particularly the

Canadian Geotechnical Society, has demonstrated i t s determination not to be

deterred by the doubters and has undertaken to ensure that through a

process of peer review the technical challenges arising out of the Canadian

program for the disposal of irradiated fuel in deep, stable geologic

formations will be overcome by a systematic, multi-disciplinary and

thoroughly comprehensive approach. One need only review the May, 1980 and

May, 1981 Annual Reports of the Technical Advisory Committee on the Nuclear

Fuel Waste Management Program to realize that the geological, geophysical,

hydrogeological and geotechnical elements of the program together with the

environmental analysis, applied chemistry and immobilization studies that

have been initiated constitute nothing less than a systematic, multi-

disciplinary and thoroughly comprehensive approach to these challenges.
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Clearly, the objectives of radioactive waste management referred to earlier

can and will be achieved in this manner.

3. Interim Storage of Irradiated Fuel

At present, there are approximately 210,000 irradiated fuel bundles in

underwater storage at nuclear-electric generating stations in Canada from

which some 235 billion kWh of electricity has been produced. In terms of

gross weight, these bundles represent approximately 5,000 tonnes of uranium

oxide and zircalloy cladding. With the currently installed capacity of

5,270 MWe (net), the quantity of irradiated fuel in storage will increase

at a rate of about 850 tonnes per year. As additional nuclear-electric

stations In new Brunswick, Quebec and Ontario come on line the annual rate

of fuel bundle discharge to underwater storage will gradually Increase over

the 1980's to about 2,500 tonnes per year when the currently committed

15,000 MW(e) generating capacity is in operation.

Based upon the favourable experience with underwater storage of

irradiated fuel during the past three decades, i t is evident that extended

storage in this type of facility will continue to be the norm for the

foreseeable future.

4. The Regulatory Process

The Canada - Ontario nuclear fuel waste management program consists of

three sequential stages:

1. concept assessment

2. site selection

3. construction and operation of a demonstration facility

On August 4, 1981 the Honourable Marc Lalonde and the Honourable Robert

Welch issued a statement outlining the process which will be followed in

evaluating the concept of deep geological disposal. It is expected that

this process will be completed by 1990.
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The AECB has been assigned lead agency responsibility for the regulatory

evaluation of the concept. An Interagency Review Committee (IRC) has been

established by the AECB, the Ontario Ministry of the Environment and the

Federal Department of Environment to coordinate the development of

regulatory criteria and to ensure that other federal and provincial

agencies are consulted as appropriate.

The regulatory evaluation process itself will consist of several stages

and these are:

1. the issuance of a statement by the AECB, prepared in consultation

with the other members of the IRC, on the regulatory review and

assessment process. A consultative document describing the

philosophical perspective from which the assessment will be made

will be issued for public comment together with the term6 of

reference of the IRC. These documents will recognize the

complexities of modern government and will emphasize the importance

of a cooperative, joint approach.

2. the submission by Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) to the

members of the IRC of an interim concept assessment document. This

document will include a safety and environmental assessment and will

be available to the general public and to interest groups to

encourage wide review and comment.

3. the issuance by the AECB of a final statement on the requirements to

be fulfilled during the regulatory review and assessment of the

disposal concept. This document will serve as a basis for decisions

on the acceptability of the concept.

4. the periodic issuance by AECL of updated concept assessment

documents reflecting the results of ongoing research and development

act ivi t ies , the advice provided by the Technical Advisory Committee

and information obtained from other national and international

organizations.

5. the formal submission of a final concept assessment document by

AECL. Once again, the document will be available to interested
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persons across Canada.

6. announcement of the detailed arrangements and schedule for

regulatory review of the concept assessment document including

public consultation through a public hearing process to be conducted

by the Federal Government. A report by the IRC summarizing the

results of the regulatory review will be made available to the

public prior to the hearing process.

7. the submission of recommendations to the AECB arising from the

public hearing process.

8. the issuance of a statement by the AECB on the acceptability,

conditional acceptability or non-acceptability of the concept.

It will be noted that throughout the various stages of the regulatory

review and assessment process considerable emphasis is placed upon ensuring

timely and effective consultation with the public. Needless to say, the

input expected to be received from technical and scientific organizations

will be invaluable.

5. The Need For Broader Understanding

Notwithstanding the many contentious issues which have characterized the

decades of the 1960's and 1970's, i t would be reasonable to state that of

all thesi issues the debate over nuclear energy has posed a unique set of

challenges to government and industry alike. Determining the extent of

informed public opinion is but one of these challenges. Virtually everyone

who has teen involved in the many public inquiries held during the past 6

years on various aspects of the nuclear field is aware that a considerable

part of the nuclear debate has been prompted by or confused with matters

having no direct bearing on the substantive irsues of health, safety,

security .ind environmental protection. Debating tactics and

confrontational techniques have captured the attention of many elements of

the media and al l too often the messages carried to the public bore l i t t l e

relevance to the technical issues involved. However, perhaps the most

reassuring point about the reports arising from these various inquiries is
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the distinct absence of any endorsement of the extremist positions advanced

on so many occasions. It would appear therefore that the persons who

conducted these inquiries concluded that such extremist positions were

neither factually correct nor representative of informed public opinion.

Thus, the need for a broader understanding by the public of the issues

involved in the concept of deep, geologic disposal is perhaps not one of

understanding the technical and scientific aspects but rather one of

understanding the sociological process which has led to such developments

as the "not in my backyard" or NIMBY syndrome. In recent months, we have

witnessed further examples of situations in which communities have been

whipped into a state of frenzy because partisan political objectives and a

sheer refusal to deal with facts and not fantasy have been allowed to

predominate over the debate about certain matters. The very term "dumping"

brings visions of the indiscriminate scattering of garbage and other

pollutants on private or public property and i t is therefore no surprise

when individuals vehemently oppose any suggestion of a waste disposal

facility in the environs of their community when "public interest"

spokesmen or the media insist upon using the term. Clearly, if a l l

environmental pollutants were to be immobilized, placed in suitable

containers and disposed of in an engineered facility everyone's interest

would be served and the disposal of radioactive waste would be viewed from

a more real is t ic perspective. Without doubt, the problems of dealing with

polemics and of recognizing the collective responsibility of all sectors of

society constitute two of the most challenging tasks confronting

government, industry and all of those involved in the high level waste

disposal program.

In this connection, the overall matter of protecting the environment

from the waste products of a modern industrialized society must be

considered. I t was recently discovered that methane from a long forgotten

garbage dump (in this case the term "dump" is quite appropriate) was

seeping into a mechanical services building owned by the City of Ottawa.

Preliminary estimates indicated that the cost of corrective measures for

this one building would amount to something in the order of $300,000. The

Item proved to be less than newsworthy and It dropped from the headlines

after one day. Quite obviously, if the problem had been one of radium or

other radioactive material arising from early radium-luminous dial painting
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operations or from a cancer clinic which operated in the 1930's or 1940's

there would have been a crescendo of protests and extensive media coverage

with all of the posturing and finger pointing that has characterized such

discoveries.

Notwithstanding all of this and the erroneous allegation about public

apathy towards non-nuclear pollutants, there is ample evidence to show that

rather than being apathetic the general public retains a considerable

degree of confidence in the determination of governments, industry and the

scientific community to tackle the overall problem of industrial waste

disposal in a pragmatic and purposeful manner.

6. Conclusion

As indicated by the foregoing the regulatory review process will proceed

systematically and with due regard for the requirement for the timely

availability of information on i ts status. Undoubtedly, there will

continue to be the complexities arising from non-technical issues and the

involvement of many interested parties. Fortunately, by virtue of the

August 4, 1981 statement by Ontario and Federal Government ministers i t

should be clear to all that the concept assessment phase of the overall

program will include lengthy and comprehensive research and analysis

activities and that the selection of a site for a demonstration facility is

almost a decade away. This period will enable all but the most

recalcitrant persons to satisfy themselves that the competence of the

Canadian technical and scientific communities is more than equal to the

task. Additionally, the spin-off to other technological programs which has

marked the development of nuclear energy for industrial research,

agricultural and medical purposes can be expected to continue. The safe

disposal of non-nuclear industrial contaminants which currently do not

receive the attention which their toxicity demands may well become a

reality as a result of the technology developed through the high level

waste disposal program.

To achieve these important objectives vigorous effort by the scientific

community will be required. Hopefully, this effort will be matched by a

concerted effort by governments to provide the necessary moral support.


